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I. I NTRODUCTION
Producing reliable software for robotic systems requires
formal techniques to ensure correctness. Some popular approaches model the discrete dynamics and computation of the
robot using finite state automata or linear temporal logic. We
can represent more complicated systems and tasks, and still
retain key guarantees on verifiability and runtime performance,
by modeling the system instead with a context-free grammar.
The challenge with a context-free model is the need for a
more advanced software synthesis algorithm. We address this
challenge by adapting the LL(*) parser generation algorithm,
originally developed for program translation, to the domain
of online robot control. We demonstrate this LL(*) parser
generation implementation in the Motion Grammar Kit, 1
permitting synthesis for robot control software for complex,
hierarchical, and recursive tasks.
This tool promotes development of reliable robot software
by automating production of executable code from powerful,
verifiable models. Context-free grammars can model robot
behavior, providing advantages in hierarchical task decomposition, verification, and supervisory control [4, 5]. To directly use
the grammar for robot control, it must be translated to machine
code, i.e, a computer program; this is parser generation.
This is a well studied problem in the field of compiler
development [1], but online robot control presents a unique
set of challenges. There are many parser types which handle
different subsets of the context-free set. Here we present the
LL(*) parser type [10] adapted to robot control. This parser
is strictly more powerful than the one used in [6]; therefore,
it generates software from a broader set of grammars.
The Motion Grammar is a model for robotic systems that
augments a context-free grammar with semantic rules for
continuous system dynamics. The terminal symbols of the
grammar represent system states or sensor readings. The productions of the grammar form top-down task decomposition,
defining an online control policy for the robot. During operation, selected productions will execute the semantic rules to
compute input commands for the robot. Thus, controlling the
robot corresponds to parsing sensor readings online according
to the rules of the grammar.
There are several related modeling and verification approaches for robots. Language and Automata Theory [9]
was first applied to Discrete Event Systems (DES) by [11].
Hybrid systems extend this approach by including continuous
dynamics. Typically, the discrete dynamics are modeled with
1 http://github.com/golems/motion-grammar-kit

finite state [2, 3, 8]. Linear Temporal Logic is a popular finite
state model [12, 7] which corresponds to Büchi Automata.
Our tool operates on Context-Free grammars, which are a
strict superset of finite automata. However, it is still possible
to verify safety properties of these systems [4].
II. LL(*) AND THE M OTION G RAMMAR K IT
The tool presented in this paper synthesizes a C-program
for a Motion Grammar using the LL(*) algorithm. This
generated Motion Parser controls the online operation of the
robot. For grammar symbols representing semantic rules, Cfunction stubs are produced. These semantic rules represent
computation performed outside of the discrete grammar, e.g.,
multiplying a matrix or sending a Controller Area Network
message, and the user must fill in the stub appropriately. This
approach also decouples the parser generation tool from the
physical hardware, which improves flexibility. The generated
parser thus runs independently of the Motion Grammar Kit,
permitting efficient, real-time performance.
The LL(*) algorithm extends LL(1) and LL(k), which perform fixed lookahead, by permitting arbitrarily long lookahead
based on a finite automaton [10]. Because LL(*) was initially
developed for program translation, we introduce some modifications to apply it to online control. The critical difference
between program translation and online control is time. In
program translation, tokens come from a static file available
a priori. In robot control, tokens come from sensor readings
in real-time. While a compiler need only give its output at
the end of the file or statement, a robot must continually
respond to its environment. We describe this constraint as
LL(1) Semantics [4], meaning that a robot must be able to
compute the immediate input without looking ahead to future
tokens or backtracking on previous input commands.
We statically ensure that the synthesized LL(*) parser is
Semantically LL(1). Whenever we reach a point in the parser
where there is a semantic rule available to execute, we ensure
that there is only a single possible semantic rule so that the
parser can decide the proper action to take. While this is a
restriction on the parser, it also provides an advantage. The
prediction step of LL(*) normally does not permit semantic
rule execution because these rules are not rewindable [1].
However, this is not a problem for a Semantically LL(1)
grammar, where any potentially executed rules following some
prefix will be identical. Thus, we can execute actions during
the LL(*) prediction, allowing code generation for more
grammars than otherwise possible.
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The robot should start serving. When serving, the robot should
pour cans of soda into glasses as long as there are nonempty cans
remaining. When pouring, the robot should keep pouring until either
the glass is full or the can is empty. If the glass becomes full, we
should serve the glass and then charge for the glass once we’re done
serving. Further, whenever pouring is completed, the can must be
placed down again.

Fig. 2: An declarative description of how to serve drinks

III. D EMONSTRATION
We propose to demonstrate a software verification and
synthesis example for a robot waiting tables. In this scenario,
customers order drinks and the robot serves a predefined liquid
in glasses from a stash of cans the robot is carrying around.
In similar human interactions, a waiter would come and serve
each patron and then collect the bill from each patron, thus the
robot should serve all patrons and collect the bills at the end.
This requires memory. A finite automata cannot model this
task for arbitrary number of customers. However, memory in
the form of a context-free stack compactly represents the task.
Figure 2 describes the task in natural language, and figure 1
describes the task as a context-free grammar. A parse tree for
a context-free production is shown in figure 3. Lastly, figure
4 shows the actual syntax used by the tool to represent that
production.
Though the actions in figure 1, i.e., {pick}, {place}, are
high-level, these can also be hierarchically decomposed within
the same grammar down to a discrete-time control loop to
track a trajectory [4].
Additionally, we will automatically verify the following
property, given as a regular expression, that the robot pours
no more drinks after charging for the order (ensuring safety
of the cash-register).
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Fig. 3: The first production from the grammar in figure 1
represented as part of a parse tree

Fig. 1: An example of a grammar

S = (¬ {charge}) ({charge} (¬ {pour})∗ )?

[¬CANEMPTY]

(1)

Finally, we note that the grammar in figure 2 cannot be
parsed by a LL(1) parser. The biggest obstacle is the lookahead
required to choose between the first two productions, as the
hPOURi nonterminal can be infinitely long, meaning that no
fixed-lookahead LL(k) parser can parse it either.
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